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Welcome!
It is so great to have you join us this week! 
Whether this is your first challenge or
your hundredth, I hope that you are going
to enjoy the combination of learning,
community and action.

As we get started, be sure to
sign up for the newsletter alerts - all
recording links, and handout downloads
will be in that email.

Be sure to join us as the Virtual and
Remote Visionaries Hub on Facebook
where you are invited to share insights,
photos and videos. You will find it
at:https://www.facebook.com/groups/3141
16869730339   

As I write in Coaching Business Builder
and PlanDoTrack - Daily Steps +

Consistent Action = Momentum.

 Let's make this week great!

Best wishes, 
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Jennifer Britton

Author of Effective Virtual

Conversations & PlanDOTrack



MARK YOUR CALENDAR

Creating WOW Virtual Calls - If
you missed the August
Challenge, today we cover the
hottest engagement strategies
you NEED to incorporatee to
virtual calls

 WHY Corporate. What. Why
NOW? We will also explore the
many options for HOW.

day 1 - 10/5 - WHY

What's needed in the
organizational market right
now. Remote Teams. Principles.
What you bring to the table.

day 2 - 10/6 - Needs &
Capabilities

day 3 - 10/7 - ENgagement

Your Offer - What do you want
to create in your work? Map it
out. Soundbytes and visuals.

day 4 - 10.8 - Your Offer

Building A Business Case.
Proposals and RFPs.

day 5 - 10/9 - Business Case
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Learning is better together!
Join us at the Virtual and Remote

Visionaries Hub on Facebook,
connect with other members, and

catch the zoom calls LIVE.
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D o n 't  f o r g e t  t o  j o i n

the giveaway

Every day there will be daily prizes. From copies of the Digital
Jounraling Sparker Cards, to E-books, and even a seat at the
VIrtual Facilitation Essentials program - a virtual train-the-

trainer I offer. Here's how to join.

Every day, complete your field work. This will
be posted in the daily, and needs to be
posted at the VRVH or emailed to me at
info@potentialsrealized.com with  FieldWork
- DAY X by 8 am ET. 

01

Share a post on your network about one
thing you've learned and/or will put into
practice. Be sure to tag it. For example, a Day
1 post would be - #Day1SOVC

02

Share this with your network. Let others
know about the challenge. Bring them in. It's
more fun to learn in community!

03

Daily drawings will be announced during the call, and  the Grand
Prize will be announced on Monday October 12th at a special

BONUS Day 6 call - mark your calendars.
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#Letstalkvirtual



Field Work 

Challenges are all about TAKING ACTION. Use this sheet, to track
your fieldwork, insights and completion

#Day1SOVC                                 #Day4SOVC

01

#Day2SOVC                            #Day5SOVC

02

#Day3SovC                                      #Day6SOVC

03

Daily drawings will be announced during the call, and  the Grand
Prize will be announced on Monday October 12th at a special

BONUS Day 6 call. Mark your calendars.
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#Letstalkvirtual

04

05

06
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day 1: Why Corporate?

Why Corporate? Virtual Facilitation

What Can It Look like? What Type?



day 1: Brainstorming
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As part of day 1 field work, consider WHO you Want to Work with.

WHAT you Want to Work Around

01. Companies or INdustries you want to work with:

03. Elements of Programming (i.e type, supports)

02. Topics You Want to Work ARound:
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Field Work Day 1 - Use this to
brainstorm your ideas. Go
live and share it with us in
the Virtual and Remote
Visionaries Hub - #Day1SOVC


